
FEATURES

Fitted with an overload valve design to prevent from misuse of the truck & reduce the maintenance cost

Each cylinder is equipped with an internal hydraulic velocity fuse

The heavy duty steel construction is engineered to put up with tough environments

Two rigid front castors and two rear swivel (with brake) are more maneuverable in tight areas

Safety stops minimize the risk of an empty deck from lowering while performing maintenance

Prevents worker bending and lifting, which reduces risk of injury

Raise and lower the deck with minimum pain and strain

Fitted with nylon wheels

FEATURES

Constructed from high-grade rugged steel

Heavy duty 3mm steel walls with needle bearing

front and ball-bearing rear casters

Leg extensions can be removed and stored on unit

to save space during storage

Fitted with an overload valve for added safety

Folds down easily to a compact when not in use

Scissor Lift Carts

www.gazelleindustrial.com

Workshop Cranes

The simplicity and compactness of carts make them 
suitable for lifting and transporting loads, order-picking, 
die-handling and assembly operations. An ergonomic 
solution to lifting, positioning and transporting.

LOAD CAPACITY LIFTING RANGE

1000 kgs 0 - 2150  mm

MODEL BOOM WORKING RANGE WEIGHT

960 - 1240  mm

2000 kgs 0 - 2520  mm 1265 - 1945 mm

67 kgs

88 kgs

139 kgs3000 kgsBDJ30

LOAD CAPACITY PLATFORM SIZE (LxW)MODEL MAX TABLE HEIGHT WEIGHT

1200 - 1830  mm0 - 2200  mm

Model TA50

Model TAD80

Model BDJ20

BDJ10

BDJ20

TA50

TA100

TAD80

500 kgs

1000 kgs

800 kgs

1010 x 520 mm

1010 x 520 mm

1130 x 520 mm

1000 mm

960 mm

1400 mm

118 kgs

137 kgs

165 kgs
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